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Man in Black Two-way bag

Canvas Two-way bag

Jerrybag Shield

Crafted from sturdy canvas, the Man
in Black is a durable, versatile bag that
functions both as a backpack and as a tote
bag. It features a 15’ laptop compartment,
adjustable straps, and internal pockets for
organization.
Jerrybag also donates a portion of their
revenues to the local production of their
One+ bag in Uganda, which helps children
carry water comfortably and safely.

Crafted from sturdy canvas, the Standard
Canvas is a durable, versatile bag that
functions both as a backpack and as a tote
bag. It features a 13”” laptop compartment,
adjustable straps, and internal pockets for
organization.
Jerrybag also donates a portion of their
revenues to the local production of their
One+ bag in Uganda, which helps children
carry water comfortably and safely.

Jerrybag SHIELD, the polycarbonate bag for
daily + long-distance travel. Design inspired
by jerry water cans used by children in
Africa. Ultimate Backpack SHIELD is a stylish
hardcover backpack on the planet. The Polycarbonated cover, suitcase dividers, and
separate back side air-mesh compartment
for smart devices are perfectly designed for
your dynamic activities and safe daily travel.

Colors: Black
Materials: Canvas With Pu Coating
Measurements: 13”L×4”W×16.7”H
Origin: South Korea

Colors: Beige
Materials: Canvas With Pu Coating
Measurements: 13.3”L×4”W×17”H
Origin: South Korea

Material: ABS Polycarbonate & Nylon
Size: 13.8”W×18.1”H×5.9~8.3”D
Weight: 1.6lb / 1.2kg
Capacity: 25L (extra 10L expansion)
13 large multi-capable space pockets
Origin: South Korea
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Started in 2014 in Uganda, Africa, Jerrybag
saw children carrying heavy water canister,
called jerrycan, in unconstructed roads without
safety, and so designed One+ bag to help
those children’s burden. For every bag you
purchase, 1 One+ bag will be made by local
women in Jerrybag Uganda studio and delivered
to children in need through international NGO
partners.

baby goods

Jerrybag offers you to enjoy meaningful and
stylish life. Perfect fit for any occasions, our
design is inspired from non-profitable products
called One+ Bag made in Uganda; Reflectors
keep you safe in the dark, no subsidiary
materials allow you to use knot adjust system,
and simple look, matching with Jerrybag’s very
first One+ bag, gives you comfort. Jerrybag
will continue to design a product that solves
social problems while introducing valuable and
meaningful products to our global consumers.
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Rating Region

#social_enterprise #Uganda_studio
#Oneforone #One+bag #backpack #totebag
#twoway_bag

Contact Point

yjson@jerrybag.com
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